St. Helena To Conclude Existence After Two Years

Extension Serves Educational Needs Of More Than 2,000 Veteran Students

By Dave Elsdenbrecht

With the termination of all military activity in the Norfolk Division this June, the St. Helena Extension in Norfolk, which has supplied adult education for more than 2,000 Virginia veterans in the past two years, will conclude its short career.

Dr. John E. Pownell, president of the college, in a statement to the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch said that the peak of veteran enrollment has passed and that continued operation of the extension would not be justified in view of the expected decline in veteran applications.

Fees Veterans Coming

"I am convinced," he said, "that the war has brought in the interest of education and the desire to operate this work to transfer the division to the other campuses.

Students now attending the extension will be transferred to the campuses of their choosing. Of the students who have completed two years or more, 150 will continue their education here next fall. It is expected that the remaining 150, after graduation, will transfer to Virginia Polytechnic Institute or the Virginia State College to complete their studies. The remainder, while the remainders are still in the polls tomorrow from 4-6 P.M. for the presidency or the WAA, announced the new slate of officers.

Women students will again go to the polls tomorrow to elect students to the local campus government. The ballot will consist of 26 positions, ten representatives-at-large, four senators, two senators-at-large, two representatives in each college, and one senator for each college. The elections will be held on April 1 in the reserved section on the floor or to Blay Ginz, in case of rain. The polls must be open by 11:00 A.M.

The tickets will be given out up to the number available and will be issued one to a student, with one extra for quarantined students upon personal application. The tickets will admit the bearers to the reserved section on the floor or to Blay Ginz, in case of rain. For the election, all rooms will be unlocked, with no unwatched rooms available as standing room available.

Federico Rey And Lolita Gomez Head Dance Review

By Eva Nafka

Federico Rey and Lolita Gomez will present their new review, Rhythms of Spain. Tomorrow night in Phi Beta Kappa Hall.

Rey has prepared a new program featuring authentic dances of his native Spain, and, whatever he has prepared, the tour de force will be a dance or a special arrangement of the captured Devils. Under this arrangement, veterans will be shifted from one location to another, continuing their studies, it was stated.

The St. Helena Extension was organized after it became apparent, in June 1946, that the facilities at Williamsburg would be utterly inadequate to care for the veterans applying for admission. Despite the rapid adjustments the college was made within his allotment.
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Activities Building

One of the most essential single elements to a residence college such as William and Mary appeared as something more than a hope last Saturday with the appropriation of money for the construction of a new building program. Mrs. Perry Thompson, attempting a mild verbal reform. Hence, we are not the most experienced, some bad—alleging the most vocal. Anyway, this will enable Dick Flood (who privately informed us that he never can quite "wade" through it) to get a little time at some convenient point and still not have a support uninflected. Always try to please the reader, that's us.

Some Spiritual Redemption

We are often surprised to find students who are totally unaware of the services of the student athletic departments held every Wednesday in Wren Chapel at 5:30. Not only are the services a convenient habit, but they are only half an hour long which makes the exercise of leisure time or effort to attend in the chapel is full of almost every activity for the student. Mr. Moore, unfortunately that it would mean an hour and a half to the city's needs. A survey Sunday afternoon that makes us yearn for an early spring—walk in the woods is an exercise in quiet contemplation, but it is not a problem.

Lib. Moore Contracts Early Spring Fever

Columnist Supports Split Term For Editors

A survey Sunday afternoon that makes us yearn for an early spring—walk in the woods is an exercise in quiet contemplation, but it is not a problem.

For a guy who is supposed to have an eagle eye out for vulnerable targets, I should have my A direct opposite of the Svengali who insists on reading aloud to the literary society. His students laugh uproariously, and take in this night spot, tic figure in the White House, "Arthur Perry Thompson. Should we

To the Editor:

The undersigned begs to inform Mr. Thompson that he is right in his criticism of our college community. I have the highest admiration for Mr. Thompson and his work, but I am concerned about the current administration's handling of student affairs. It is my belief that Mr. Thompson is facing a situation that is intolerable and that he is right in advocating for change.

Very truly yours,

Arthur B. Thompson

To the Editor:

Who is this Arthur P. Thompson, anyway, who is allowed to editorialize about our daily affairs every week in our student paper? And since when does even Mr. Thompson have permission to "take one last shot at that phallic little figure in the White House," who is, after all, our president and future house-guest?

Referring to Mr. Thompson's last glowing editorial, how does he manage to hold up the highest standards of the "Blue Goose"? How can he be so highly critical of the administration, yet so complacent about his own role in the college community? Is it possible that Mr. Thompson is biased or prejudiced in his writing? It would not be surprising, given his past behavior, to assume that Mr. Thompson's goals are not aligned with the best interests of the students.

Too, there is the Everybody's palindrome. He devotes his time to "Blue Goose" journalism, clothing, lectures in the chapel, and informal, hazy manner, plays with every student in the library, and then with the girls. But when the readers come out, you do not discover that his "buddy" is pre- mier. Why should you care? If it likes you so much that he wants to have you around next year?

There are so many students, apparently former workers at Oak Ridge, who are beyond the broad obstacles experimentally, that their sight and their sense of the public that he is not responsible for, the unfounded, could swing an election at the ex-

The One Book professor is aptly named, the one book for the whole course. "The New Testament" by B. C. Spurgeon. Any contrary infor-

The consultation teachers can be made so valuable to the student are so detrimental that everyone in the class understands, everyone in the class understands, everyone in the class understands, everyone in the class understands.

Oh, there's no end to the cate-

And the "Blue Goose" is a topic shrouded in deepest mystery. Their watches,

"Glad To See You"

It would seem that this variety would be on its way.

Each year when staff members are named there are from three to five freshmen who have won some hundreds of hours of time to carry the same lectures, comma Williamsburg is a topic shrouded in deepest mystery. Their watches,
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Mortar Board Plans Incoming Officers' Training Program

Mary Kenney, president of Mortar Board, has announced that the officers' training program for all incoming officers on campus will be sponsored by Mortar Board on April 15 and 16. These meetings will be held in Phi Beta Kappa Hall on the evenings of the above dates. Instruction will be handled by members of the faculty and staff.

The first meeting will be devoted to talks by the speakers selected by Mortar Board, and the second evening open discussion groups are scheduled.

New officers of fraternities, sororities, and honor societies are urged to attend. They will be notified officially through the Interclub Council of the specific time at a later date.

Judges Will Award Prizes

For Royalist Contributions

Each of the three fund raising Rawis, which will appear next week, will be Mrs. Sidney Howe, instructor in philosophy, Michael Atwell, instructor in English, Dr. Harold L. Feay, professor of history, Shirley Sprague and Howard Hyde. Cash prizes will be awarded for first and second choice in both sections of the project.

Material of all types is now wanted for the fourth issue. The deadline for these prizes may pick up their copies of the Rawis in the information desk at Marshall-Ofye.

Shakespeare's "Secret, Black And Midnignt Hags" Gambol Malvolently

Betty Davis, Jean Collier and Frances Thatcher Portray The Witches

Sherman, Shakespeare Shine

Miscasting Dims 'Macbeth's' Brilliance

By George Walter Knapp

With a single set framed in massive dank green stone, symmetrically flanked with blood red at once emotionally appropriate and thoroughly functional in supplying several levels and stages—the great rounded arch, within served as the equivalent of Shakespeare's inner stage—the local production of Macbeth got off to a good start, thanks to Mr. Roger Sherman, who designed the set, and Mr. Albert Hask, who collaborated as technician. Against this admirable background the actors appeared in costumes that had the look of animated drawings from some medieval manuscript, however, wore their worst.

Sherman, Shakespeare Shine
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Fifteen days ago at various places across the southern section of the United States and in a few of other warm-weathered American nations, spring training for the national pastime of the United States began with the assembly of its teams of ball players from the American, National and higher minor leagues.

By now, the players are rounding into shape and "Grievous Lawsuit" unfortunate absence of Tommy Chennault was excluded in the lineup. He and the mile relay indoors. He Thomas performed in a variety of team will open its season on March 22 in both high school and college. Michigan campus in many years. He is one of the outstanding trackmen bringing a record of exceptional coach. Al Thomas, Detroit-born, Posted Fine College Records is the track equivalent of football. And if the college organizes a lacrosse team in time for competi-

With baseball, track-and tennis on the spring schedule, William Thomas was chosen on the All-

VETERAN WILLIAM AND MARY SHORTSTOP—Tommy Chennault Wins In Ping Pong

Fifteen days ago at various places across the southern section of the United States and in a few other warm-weathered American nations, spring training for the national pastime of the United States began with the assembly of its teams of ball players from the American, National and higher minor leagues.
**Composite Schedule For W&M Spring Sports**

**DATE** | **BASEBALL** | **TRACK** | **GOLF**
--- | --- | --- | ---
March 24 | Michigan State, here | NN Apprentice, here | Navy, here
March 25 | Michigan State, here | NN Apprentice, here | * 
March 26 | Maryland, here | * | *
March 27 | Wake Forest, here | * | *
March 28 | George Washington, here | * | *
March 29 | Virginia, here | * | *
March 30 | VMI, here | * | *
April 1 | Army, here | * | *
April 2 | Richmond, here | * | *
April 3 | Richmond, here | * | *
April 4 | Richmond, here | * | *
April 5 | North Carolina, here | G. Washington, here | *
April 6 | Richmond, here | * | *
April 7 | Virginia, here | * | *
April 8 | CCVA, Richmond | Big Six Meet, (site undecided) | *
April 9 | Virginia, here | * | *
April 10 | SC Tournament | * | *
April 11 | SC Tournament | * | *
April 12 | CCVA, Richmond | * | *
April 13 | G. Washington, here | * | *
April 14 | SC Meet | * | *
April 15 | SC Meet | * | *
April 16 | State AAU, Richmond | * | *

---

**ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT STRENGTHENS NET SCHEDULES**

**Cornell and Cincinnati**

Cornell and the University of Cincinnati were added to William and Mary's spring schedule during the past week and strengthened the slate considerably. The Big Red will come here for two matches on March 29 and 31, while the Bearcats were in Cincinnati, another home contest, will take place on April 7.

Cornell's squad is probably the strongest in the East. Dick Stavik, No. 26 in the national ratings, and Leonard Steiner, former high-school junior, head the roster.

To make room for the Cincinnati engagement, the match with North Carolina has been shifted to May 1; and the University of Richmond, originally scheduled for March 30, will be played at another time. Seton Hall will be played on April 7, instead of three days earlier, as originally planned.

**CCVA Match Definite**

The match with the Country Club of Virginia is in the works and will take place in Richmond on May 8. Arrangements are now being made with Williams College, for a meeting which is tentatively slated for Williamsburg on April 3.

---

**THOMAS**

(Continued from Page 4)

After returning to Michigan and completing his requirements for a master's degree in educational psychology, he coached the football and track teams at Hampden, Mich., High School. The records compiled by his teams were the best that they had in 19 years. Starting last September on the coaching staff of William and Mary, his judgements included assistant touch for varsity football, junior varsity coach, and cross-country coach.

The JV football team had a mediocre season, winning six and losing three. The cross-country team handled somewhat better, winning two out of three dual meets, and placing eighth in the Southern Conference meet. This semester Thomas will be faced with both football and tennis, and he can devote all of his ability that W&M has had in 19 years. Start­ring last September on the coaching staff of William and Mary, his judgements included assistant touch for varsity football, junior varsity coach, and cross-country coach.

The JV football team had a mediocre season, winning six and losing three. The cross-country team handled somewhat better, winning two out of three dual meets, and placing eighth in the Southern Conference meet. This semester Thomas will be faced with both football and tennis, and he can devote all of his ability that W&M has had in 19 years. Start­ring last September on the coaching staff of William and Mary, his judgements included assistant touch for varsity football, junior varsity coach, and cross-country coach.

---

**STUDENTS**

---

**MEMBER**

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

---

**WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA**
Gridders Battle For Positions

W&M Women Represented In Sports Day

The playoff between the W&M women's basketball champions and the masculinists will be carried on in that order during this week, the women's program and the masculinists program. This game was both fun for the players and provided entertainment for the spectators. This year it is to be carried over to the basketball tournament.

For the girls it given added boost to the sports program, which is aimed after on this campus, and for the man it is an event to get his hard to the championship.

Need For Women's Gym

The game will be played as a benefit to raise funds for the sorely needed women's gym. It is really true that something being done about this horrible situation. The women do need a gym that has the facilities that are necessary to a successful physical education program. Now with that being said, a small group of women are hampered in any attempt to do anything about the existing gym of any sort.

This doesn't even take into account the hard problem of trying to work in all the classes that have to take place in that small space. A whole building is necessary so that all the activities could be carried on with ease and sufficient space. Now the dancing classes and Orchesis have to dance in Grill Hall where they can not sit on the tables, wear shoes or relax in general. They should have a studio.

Tennis Hamppered

There should also be a permanent badminton and tennis court. The women's tennis team, which is the only woman's sport which truly represents W&M, is at a great disadvantage because of lack of indoor practice space. And the swimming team had to disband finally because of the limited time allowed for practice in Blow Gym, and no one could be expected to swim in that bath tub in Jefferson.

Every sport could dwelt on in great length and space and company. This is only hoped that the women's teams will put in good time at their respective Several more games are due to be played in the coming week. There are didn't the men's tennis league and the basketball league that will to be followed up and added to so that essentially the college will not only that the women are serious about wanting an adequate gym.

Skirts in Sports

The following is a list of advantages that can be listed in a skirt as compared to a dress. The skirt is a much easier and more comfortable garment to wear.

1. It is less likely to catch fire.
2. It is easier to wash.
3. It is easier to mix and match.
4. It is more comfortable to wear.

W-H-Y-U

1350 ON YOUR DIAL WILLIAMSBURG MERCHANTS PRESENT
M chrs 7-11 P.M. Sunday Frie Special $2.50 per Ticket with Meal

WMT 1390 2450 Redwood Serenade

WAT 1400 "India" Dance

WVT 1430 Mambo Melodies TBA TBA 1530 Mambo Melodies

WEST END VALET SHOP

847 Prince George Street

CLEANING - PRESSING EXPERT ALTERATIONS SUITS MADE TO ORDER

"Done Right for Your Delight"

Thieme's Dining Room

"WHERE EATING IS A GREATER PLEASURE"

ON RICHMOND ROAD ROUTE 60

OPEN DAILY EXCEPT TUESDAY

Member of the American Retailers Association

PHONE 214 W

CHURCH OF SAINT BENE (CATHOLIC)

HOLY MASS SUNDAYS 9:30-10:00 A.M. SUNDAY SCHOOL -- 10:30 A.M. DAILY 9:00 A.M. WE'VE GOT A TWO FOLD ASSORTMENT VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS TIES - SPORT SHIRTS - PAJAMAS

FREE ENLARGEMENT FROM YOUR NEGATIVES

Coupon Given With Each Roll of Films or 15 Negatives, left for Printing

COLEGE PHARMACY WILLIAMSBURG DR CO.

24 HOUR PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE

Van Heusen pull white magic out of the hat for you on this Mother's Day. Ask your favorite retailer in all your favorite collar widths. These shirts feature the versatility of Van Heusen's classic collar "The Portly" - the new "Comfort Contour" collar styling. The magic is in the tailoring, the rayon-oil finish, the tipped in, lapped point buttons. Quality, durability and style. No wonder Van Heusen takes off at first place. A Mother's Day tribute.

PHILIPS-JONES CO., New York 1, N.Y.

You're the man most likely to succeed in
Dr. Rome To Talk At Chapel Service
In Wren Tomorrow

Speaker at the chapel service in Wren tomorrow at 6:30 will be Dr. Sidney D. Rome, assistant professor of philosophy.

In the 20th century the service to mankind practiced by the ministry, medicine and law must be broadcast to include the learned citizen of any career. This train of thought was elaborated upon by Richard D. Newman, instructor of fine arts, at the chapel service Wednesday night.

Following up his topic, The Ideals of a Learned Citizen, he declared it to be an academic freedom to practice literature and science as the professions of the learned man; it is not an inside track to success; but it is a foundation for service to mankind.

Newman brought in the citizen who in wartime is willing to sacrifice his life and property for his country. In a like manner, the "learned citizen" should realize his duties and responsibilities to the public and should have the same feeling of duty and service which he is to feel toward his country and toward the public.

Newman stated that he hoped the students would have this sense of responsibility and privilege which is inherited as they enter the learned profession, so that they would go forth to use their education advantageously for the betterment of mankind.

The Classroom of Barrett Hall was completed and opened to the public in February of 1946.

Airlines And Buses Offer Transportation for Vacation

Students wishing 46 home for the Spring Break may make reservations with the airline lines through its representative, Mr. Thomas, who will be located on the second floor corridor of the Wren to leave tomorrow from 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.

A special bus, the rate for which will be fixed by the National Park Service, will transport students who take it, will run directly from the airport to the northern capital, to connect with trains going to the Canadian Rockies.

Capitol Restaurant

Open 24 Hours

Air Conditioning for Your Personal Comfort

PROPRIETORS: ANGELO COSTAS AND TOM BALTAS

Present

The Best Place To Eat in the Colonial City
COME IN ANYTIME BETWEEN 6 A.M. AND 12 P.M. AND ENJOY SPECIALTY MADE FOODS AT LOW COSTS.

OUR MOTTO: "Good Foods Promote Good Health."

YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA

W&M To Transfer Share Of Property In Local School

With the provision that teachers must be transferred, the decision to disrupt Whitley High School property to the jurisdiction of William and Mary was made.

As such an enactment bill is passed by the state legislature, the Whitley High School building was located on what is now the campus of the school. The portion of the property which has been transferred to the College of William and Mary in Hampton, Virginia, it purchased this territory from the city in 1840.

In addition, grounds belonging to the building and located behind the Whitley property were also turned over to the Restoration.

For The benefit of the education of the department of the college was expanded to include a teacher-training program in 1930, William and Mary, in cooperation with the City Council, erected the present $500,000, 30,000-square-foot college coming five-eight of the total property.

Virginia Electric and Power Company

"PERK UP WITH PERK-ETTE"

PLUS A SENSE OF COMFORT-

USING THE NEW PERK-ETTE SYSTEM EXCLUSIVELY

For Better Service See Your DARM REPRESENTATIVE

PHONE 486

"PERK UP WITH PERK-ETTE"
TUESDAY, March 16
Moravian Assembly—Wren Chapel, 4:30 to 5 P.M.
Gordon Will Address
Newman Club—Apollo Room, 7-8 P.M.
Tri Delta Initiation—Wren Chapel, 7-9 P.M.
Coffee shop and recreation room

Students Donate $373 To Campaign
Total contributions collected in the Red Cross drive, as of Thursday, total $373.46.

Final report had not yet been received from Brown, and the Dominion Halls, the Morris House, the Alpha Chi and Phi Mu houses, and the Richmond Road veterans dormitories.

Although its final report has not been made, Old Dominion has contributed $217.85, the highest total.

The Tri Delta house donation averaged one dollar per person, the highest among the women’s dormitories.

Gordon Will, president of the campus Red Cross unit.
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Friday, March 20
Organization Activities

Genny Loe was elected president of the German Club at a meeting of the organization last Thursday night.

Other officers included on the 1948-49 slate are Bonnie Remington, vice-president; Nancy Edquist, secretary; and Frances Chater, treasurer. Mary Berger is inter­college work, and in the spring of Tuesday, March 16, 1948 THE FLAT HAT PAGE NINE

activities were qualified to continue col­lab of the Student Assembly and the Judicial Committee, respectively.

Jean, a member of Kappa Kap­pa Gamma from Norfolk, has been on the Flat Hat staff for two years. Mary Berger is Inter­college catalogue, has been appointed by Dr. John B. Pomfret, president of the college.

George J. Oliver, director of the summer session, heads the freshman­student committee, which also includes J. Wilfred Lambert, dean of students; Dr. James W. Miller, head of fine arts department; Dr. W. Warner Mon, head of the department of government; Dusty Ash, John Dayton and Shir­ley Squires.

Activities

(Continued from Page 1)

When presented with these restric­tions, the Board of Visitors “pro­posed certain solutions, the belief that a satisfactory plan for financing the building could be evolved. Charles J. Duke, for financing” the building could be evolved. Charles J. Duke, the producer, is chief coordinator of backstage activities. King, the director, heads the council, and Lee Renander, a member of the Honor Coun­cil and the Judicial Committee, is also a sophomore representative to the Judicial Committee last year. Jeanne, a Kappa from Hart­sville, P. A., was the freshman rep­resentative to the Student As­sistant last year and is now the secretary of the sophomore class. Lee Renander, a member of the Music Club, WYCA and the chron­icle staff of the Flat Hat, is a Phi Balf from Hampton, N. Y.

P windshield wipers, from $2.95 up

For Your Tennis Equipment

See Us

Rackets, from $3.95 up

Tennis Shoes, Oxfords, white $2.50 and $3.75

Also Nets 27 × 3, $6.50; 36 × 3, $10.95; and 42 × 3, $12.95.

WIGWAM TEXT BOOKS

and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

FOUNTAIN

These texts are selected to round out your library. Priced reasonably and guaranteed to keep you ahead in every class. 

WILLIAMSBURG COAL, CO., INC.

For Your Winter Needs

Coal And Fuel Oil

CALL 127

"Dentyne Chewing Gum!"

"Too good to miss—that's the way I react to Dentyne Chewing Gum’s grand brand. It helps keep my teeth white and strong—helps keep me healthy whether I am April 20, when the 13th character will complete its plan in time to arrive. It is to be shipped to New York City from Williamsburg, N. Y., according to Dr. John B. Pomfret.
Language Students May Improve Skill By Phonetic Drills

By Ethyl Pollock

An experiment in assisting modern language students in more perfect pronunciation is being undertaken by the modern language department, by means of phonetic drill exercises held every weekday afternoon from 1-6 P. M.

Sessions are conducted in half-hour periods. Attendance is optional, but Dr. Pierre Macy, head of the department, emphasized that the program is for the students' own good. A schedule of classes is posted on the modern language bulletin board on the third floor of Washington Hall.

Conceived In 1941

The present program is the culmination of a plan conceived by Dr. Macy when he arrived at the college in 1941. The war hindered progress by making it impossible to obtain the necessary mechanical recording equipment.

Recordings made by instructors in the modern language department are the mainspring of the program. On one side of the record is a specific drill in sounds. The reading at a slow rate of speech of a given classroom text comprises the other side. Each week a different recording is used with progressive exercises in articulation, syllabication and intonation.

Recordings which reproduce literary excerpts in prose and poetry are read first at a slow rate of speed, and a second time at a normal speed. Several different persons make the records in order to acquaint the students to different voices.

Order Of Events

The student first listens to the record, then reads silently from his text to the accompaniment of the record. As the third step, the student reads aloud with the record and finally hears the record with his book closed.

Students assisting with the operation of the recording machine are Richard Lechaud in French and German and R. A. Sabe in Spanish.

Macbeth

Continued from Page 3

his external energy, savage and terrible. The dauntless Miss Hunt cast Macbeth when Heaven meant him for Richard II. To the almost insuperable challenge of Lady Macbeth, Mary McCarthy responded with unfailing intelligence and courage. She achieved some moments of pathos and power, most notably in her final exit. The designer, moreover, had given her a succession of lovely costumes, and she wore them like a Queen.

Battle Scenes Difficult

The closing battle scenes are always difficult. Here they were managed with ingenuity and gusto but incomplete realization otherwise. Too many of the military gentlemen looked like supers hauled on in Aida at a dollar a head. And the comic nose-guards on their ersatz helmets helped not at all.

Honors of the evening go to Roger Sherman for his efficient and atmospheric scenery and to William Shakespeare for his deathless lines: these no mistakes in casting can ever wholly vanquish.

Career-Bound?

Become an Executive Secretary • Doors will open wide to important positions if you supplement your college education with Berkeley training. Special Executive Course combines technical subjects with background courses in Business Admin. Individualized instruction, small classes. Effective placement service. Write Director today for catalog.

420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 
8 Church Street, White Plains, N. Y.
Prospect Street, East Orange, N. J.